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Abstract—This paper provides a scalable framework for anal-
ysis and performance evaluation of optical burst-switching (OBS)
networks. In particular, a new reduced load fixed point approxi-
mation model to evaluate blocking probabilities in OBS networks
is introduced. The model is versatile enough to cover known OBS
reservation policies such as just-enough-time, just-in-time, burst
segmentation, and route-dependent priorities. The accuracy of the
model is confirmed by simulation and the various policies are com-
pared.

Index Terms—Optical burst-switching (OBS), Erlang fixed point
approximation, reduced load, queueing model, loss probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT technology advancements in optical packet
switching (OPS) [3], [9], [13] give rise to the need

for performance evaluation methodologies that will support
business decisions on technology migration, network dimen-
sioning, andservice level agreements. Optical burst switching
(OBS) [2], [7], [9], [11], [13], [14] has been proposed as
a realistic OPS technique to exploit the terabit bandwidth
of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) transmission
technology.

In OBS, Internet protocol (IP) packets with a common des-
tination arriving at the same ingress node are aggregated into
large bursts, each being switched and routed individually. OBS
can reduce switching time (processing and fabric reconfigura-
tion) as only a single header and possibly a trailer are associ-
ated with each burst. In OBS, the header (also called label or
control packet) precedes the burst payload and attempts to re-
serve the required switching and transmission resources at each
switch and output link port along the route. The header can be
transmitted either on the payload wavelength, or on separate
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control wavelength(s). The payload follows the header without
waiting for acknowledgment. At every switch, if the requested
resources are available, the burst is transparently switched to its
next hop; otherwise, the burst is blocked and a fraction or all of
it is lost. Given the current technological gap between optical
transmission rate and switching capacity, OBS aims to achieve
end-to-end lightpath speed with high link utilization.

We assume that all switches support full wavelength conver-
sion, whereby a burst can use any available wavelength at each
link along its route. The cases of no and limited wavelength con-
version [18] are currently under study and will be reported else-
where.

Note that OBS differs from circuit switching in two main
aspects. First, OBS bursts immediately follow their headers
without waiting for a reservation acknowledgment. Since they
cannot be buffered at the switching nodes, bursts may use
bandwidth resources along several links and still be blocked
and lost without completing their routes. In circuit switching,
on the other hand, transmission starts only after an end-to-end
path reservation is acknowledged. Second, in circuit switching,
allocated resources are exclusively available to the end-to-end
connection for its entire duration, while in OBS, the reserved
resources at each switch and output link port are held only for
the duration they are needed for switching and transmission
of individual bursts. It is worth noting that in OBS networks,
where link propagation delay is significantly larger than
burst-transmission time, multiple bursts could simultaneously
propagate not only the same route but also along the same link
and wavelength [2].

OBS is also different from packet switching since OBS bursts
are not buffered at the switches, while packets are. Moreover,
due to reservations, OBS bursts use the path links in a time-
synchronized manner, while packets use them asynchronously.

Several OBS reservation protocols have been proposed. In
this paper, we consider the following proposals.

• A variation of the just-in-time (JIT) protocol [14],
whereby the control packet is not aware of the burst
length and reserves the relevant link bandwidth (if avail-
able) for the entire burst as soon as it arrives at the switch.
We consider a variation without acknowledgment as the
maximal burst size is relatively small compared with the
link transmission capacity.

• The just-enough-time (JET) protocol [7], whereby the
control packet is aware of the burst length and reserves the
link bandwidth (if available) for the burst duration. The
time between when the control packet makes a reservation
and when the burst arrives is called the offset time.
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• Burst segmentation (BS) [1], where the control packet
is aware of the burst length and reserves the wavelength
(bandwidth) starting from the first moment it becomes
available until the remainder of the burst is transmitted.
The initial data within the burst is discarded until the
required wavelength on the output fiber becomes free,
whereupon the remainder of the burst is successfully
transmitted. Another variant of BS is simulated in [11],
where the tail of the served burst is dropped and the newly
arrived packet starts immediately.

• Preemptive priority burst-service policies in each
switching node, whereby the priority depends on the
route a burst follows [16].

It is well accepted after almost two decades of extensive studies
that exact solutions for a blocking network of the type pre-
sented above are unattainable. Even known product form solu-
tions (e.g., for conventional circuit-switched network models)
are NP-complete [5].

The difficulties related to network models have led OBS
researchers to use a single-link model that may provide a
crude approximation for the link blocking probability. The
single node analyses have certain drawbacks since they do
not consider network related issues such as the following two
contrasting effects:

• the wastage of capacity caused by eventually unsuccessful
bursts on the links they traverse before they are discarded;

• the reduced load resulting from blocking of bursts.

These drawbacks motivate a network modeling approach to in-
vestigate and compare blocking probabilities of various OBS
reservation policies and to study the effect of burst routing,
burst-admission control and other networking aspects. In this
paper, we rely on the so-called reduced load fixed-point ap-
proximation whereby each link blocking probability is approx-
imated by considering only the reduced offered load caused by
the blocking on other links in the network.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present in detail the reduced load fixed-point
approximation. In Section III, we show how the approximation
is applied to various OBS reservation policies such as JET,
JIT, BS, and route-dependent priorities. In Section IV, we
validate the approximation by simulation and in Section V,
we compare the various policies by using our approximation
method. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. REDUCED LOAD FIXED POINT APPROXIMATION

Consider a network with directional links labeled by
, and suppose that link comprises optical

fibers. Each optical fiber is used for transmission of data in
one fixed direction only and serves up to concurrent logical
channels using WDM. Let be the number of such channels,
hereinafterwavelength channels, in link in a given direction.
Thus, .

A fixed route of length (i.e., with
hops) is an ordered set of links connecting a source node to a
destination node. Let be the set of all possible routes. In this

paper, we assume fixed routing. However, we currently develop
analytical tools to obtain the blocking probabilities under var-
ious adaptive routing schemes. We expect that adaptive routing
will lead to significant reduction in blocking probabilities.

For first cut analytical results, we assume in this paper that
bursts offered to route arrive according to a Poisson process
with rate and all arrival processes are independent. The
Poisson burst arrival process may be justified considering the
fact that in current WDM switches, the variance and the mean
of the switch processing and configuration time is of the same
order of magnitude [15] together with the fact that interaggre-
gation time between two consecutive bursts tends to have a very
low standard deviation to mean ratio. Thus, bursts may still be
forwarded from the ingress node approximately according to
a Poisson process. Note also that other burst arrival processes
(under study) can be incorporated into our modular framework.

A burst offered to route uses a single-wavelength channel
from each link along the route until it is blocked or until it exits
the network. That is, if the burst is first blocked by link it
uses a single-wavelength channel from links at
subsequent time intervals shifted by the propagation delays of
each subsequent link. We further assume that burst transmission
times are independent and exponentially distributed and allow
for different bandwidth capacities on the links. Let be the
transmission rate of link measured in bursts per time unit.

A burst is in progress along a routeat time if it uses at
least one wavelength channel along that route at time. Accord-
ingly, a burst may be in progress even when some of the wave-
length channels along its route are used by other bursts. Let
be the product of and the maximum route length, and
let be the number of bursts on routeat time . Also, let

be a vector of size whose th element (for ) is
the time elapsed from the moment that the corresponding burst
has finished its transmission on its assigned wavelength channel
on the first link of its route (namely ) until time . If the burst
still uses a wavelength channel in, then this element value is
zero. All elements , take the value zero.

Since the usage of subsequent wavelength channels by each
burst are separated by fixed time intervals and the transmission
times are exponential (memoryless), the joint process

is a Markov process. Moreover,
since takes a finite number of values and evolves
linearly in time and varies within a bounded interval, the process
has a stationary distribution.

Our aim is to evaluate the stationary blocking probability of
an arbitrary burst and of a burst offered to route. Given the dif-
ficulty in obtaining exact mathematical results for this problem,
we assume, as in [4], [10], and [17] that each blocking event oc-
curs independently from link to link along any route.

Consider the process under stationary
conditions and let denote the vector
of stationary link blocking probabilities. By the independence
assumption above, it follows that the load offered to link ,
satisfies:

(1)
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where equals one or zero depending whether or not
and link strictly precedes (not necessarily immedi-

ately) link along route , respectively.
Furthermore, the independence assumption implies that the

offered load to each link is a Poisson process with rate.
Thus, the blocking probability is given by the following Erlang
formula:

(2)

Combining (1) and (2) yields the following Erlang fixed point
(EFP) equations satisfied by the approximate link blocking
probabilities:

(3)

Notice that the EFP equations impose consistency among the
link blocking probabilities and their respective offered loads
under the link independence assumption.

Resolving the vector from the EFP (3) and invoking the in-
dependence assumption again, the approximate blocking prob-
ability of bursts offered to route satisfies

and the blocking probability of an arbitrary burst, satisfies

where .
Suppose that burst lengths (in number of packets) are inde-

pendent and identically distributed random variables. Then, as-
suming that the bursts are served based on the first-come first-
served (FCFS) scheduling order (e.g., in the case of zero offset
times), the blocking probability of packets offered to route,
and the blocking probability of an arbitrary packet are also given
by and , respectively.

Interestingly, the OBS reduced load offered to linkas given
in (1) is larger than , the
reduced load offered to linkin a conventional circuit switching
network.

The most efficient way to solve the link blocking probabilities
(if a solution exists) is by the following successive substitution
procedure. For any given vector of blocking probabilities,
define the transformation vector
by

We begin the successive substitution procedure with a certain
initial blocking probability vector and repeatedly apply the
transformation . That is, we compute for

(where ), until is sufficiently close to
.

Observe that the transformation is a continuous map-
ping from the compact set to itself and, therefore, it has a
fixed point by the Brouwer fixed-point theorem [6]. We cannot
establish the uniqueness of the solutions as has been established
in [4] for the conventional circuit switching network. Neverthe-
less, in all the numerical examples used for this study, the iter-
ations always converged to a unique fixed point regardless of
the initial vector. The following convergence properties can be
established.

Since the transformation is decreasing, namely,
whenever , the following result

is easily derived (as done in [17] for the circuit switching
network).

Theorem 1: Starting with (the vector of all ones),
then the successive substitution for everyyields the fol-
lowing upper and lower bounds on all fixed-point solutions

and

where and is the total external arrival
rate to link . Furthermore, the sequence converges to an
upper bound and the sequence converges to a lower
bound on every fixed-point solution.

Since the transformation is decreasing,
and . Therefore, if the lower and the upper bounds
are not sufficiently close, one may restart the iterations from a
new value such that and
(alternatively, ). Since the transformation is
decreasing, it will shrink the gap between the previous bounds
and eventually will drive the iterations to a fixed-point solution.
If there is a unique fixed point, it will eventually find it. As
mentioned above, in all the examples used for this study, the
iterations always converge. Moreover, since the upper and lower
bounds were the same, the converging value is the unique fixed-
point solution.

Due to the hierarchical nature of our solution, the Erlang for-
mula in the EFP (3) can be replaced by other blocking proba-
bilities as explained in Section III. For such cases, convergence
of the odd and even subsequences of the iterations to the lower
and upper bounds, respectively, is also guaranteed as long as the
transformation is decreasing.

III. EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

As discussed above, the EFP equations and the successive
substitution iterations can be applied to JIT and JET, as well as
extended to other policies. Below, we show how to apply them
to JET and JIT and derive the equations for policies that alow
burst preemption and BS.

A. JET and JIT Policies

The formulae obtained in Section II can be applied to the
JIT and the JET regimes. With JET, the wavelength is reserved
from the moment the burst will actually arrive. Therefore, the
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transmission rate at link is set to , where is the
actual burst service time in link. With JIT, the wavelength is
reserved as soon as the control packet arrives at the switch. Thus,
we set , where is the offset time
between the control packet and its corresponding burst arrivals
to the switching node of link. Otherwise, (1)–(3) are left intact.

Note that with JET and JIT, serviced bursts are never pre-
empted. Furthermore, in our model we assume that burst-trans-
mission time is exponential with a link dependent mean, but
the mean burst-transmission times, on different wavelengths of
the same link are identical. The exponential transmission times
give rise to interesting blocking probability issues. Assuming
offset times are independent of their corresponding burst sizes,
different offset times for different bursts do not affectburst
blocking probability. The reason for this is that bursts can be
swapped and, due to the exponential assumption, the mean for-
ward recurrence time of one burst is equal to the mean ser-
vice time of the other [12]. However, different offset times can
cause a burst to be blocked by another burst that arrives later.
In such a case, when the blocked burst arrives, there is work to
be done in the system while the system is not serving. That is,
the system is not work conserving. This leads to higher work-
load loss and, therefore, higherpacketblocking probability. This
is consistent with the previous argument as the later burst that
its transmission time is equal to the forward recurrence time
of the earlier burst is on average shorter than the earlier burst.
In other words, the non-FCFS scheduling will, on average, dis-
card longer bursts in favor of shorter bursts. If burst-transmis-
sion time is nonexponential, the offset times are likely to affect
both burst-blocking probability and packet blocking probability.
In any case, non-FCFS scheduling is less efficient than FCFS
scheduling and, thus, leads to higher packet blocking proba-
bility. In this paper, we assume that the bursts are served FCFS.

B. Burst Segmentation (BS)

Since an OBS burst is an aggregation of many IP packets,
there have been proposals to reduce packet loss probability by
dumping a part of one of the two colliding bursts only during the
collision time [1], [11]. For such proposals, we use the generic
nameburst segmentation. We consider the variant solved ana-
lytically in [1] [called there optical composite burst switching
(OCBS)], where only the initial part of the new arriving burst is
discarded until a wavelength becomes free on the output fiber.
From that instant, the remainder of the burst is successfully
transmitted. Note that wavelength scheduling is immaterial in
BS since every wavelength that becomes available serves a frag-
ment of one of the waiting bursts.

We now introduce a simple analytical model to approximate
the blocking probability of a single IP packet (rather than of a
burst—since bursts can be fragmented and partially served) in a
single isolated link under burst Poisson arrivals. Our approxima-
tion is asymptotically exact as the number of packets per burst
approaches infinity. To evaluate the packet loss probability in
the case of a network, this approximation can replace the Erlang
formula in (2). Note also that an exact solution for IP packet loss
probability under the assumption that packets are exponentially
distributed appears in [1]. In principle, the solution of [1] can
also replace (2).

The underlying idea in our approach is to model the link by an
queue (rather than by an queue). We will

show that there is a one-to-one mapping between the states of the
system and that of the burst-segmentation system. Let

be the number of available wavelength channels in the single
link under consideration, and let be the traffic load offered to
the system. The load equals the traffic load offered
to the link under consideration.

The state of the queue is the number of busy servers
denoted . Consider two cases of the state: 1) and
2) . In case 1), in the system is equivalent
to the state of having wavelength channels busy in the burst-
segmentation system. In case 2),in the system is
equivalent to the state of having wavelength channels busy
in the burst-segmentation system and additional bursts
that are being dumped. That is, if , then bursts are
losing bits (not necessarily integral parts of packets), as there is
no means to buffer the packets in optical switching. However,
once one of the servers (wavelength channels) becomes free,
the remainder of that burst is allocated to the free wavelength
channel and immediately starts service.

Let be the stationary probability thatservers are busy
in the system above. It is well known that the number
of busy servers in an model has a Poisson distribution
with parameter . Thus, .

By definition, the stationary probability of a state is the
long-run proportion of time that the system stays at that state.
Thus, when the system is in state , the workload loss
rate is and the mean loss rate, denoted by , is,
therefore

(4)

The fraction of the workload lost out of the total offered work-
load is

(5)

Notice that in the above analysis, we are not considering the fol-
lowing additional loss. Assume we are in case 2) above, with

, and consider a point in time, denoted, in which
a wavelength channel becomes free. At, one of the bursts
that was being dumped until , is being served by the free
channel from onwards. It is most likely that will not co-
incide exactly with packet boundary. Therefore, the remainder
of the packet, even if it is transmitted by the free channel, will
be lost. In other words, if a fraction of a packet is lost, the en-
tire packet must be lost. In this sense, our approximation is op-
timistic. However, the error is in the order of half a packet per
the number of packets comprising a burst. This ratio approaches
zero as the number of packets per bursts approaches infinity.

Thus, when the ratio between average packet size and average
burst size is very small (which is the typical case), (5) is expected
to provide a good approximation. We observed that our approxi-
mation matches the exact solution of [1] for the parameter range
provided there. To find the blocking probabilities in an OBS net-
work with BS, we replace (2) for every linkby (5), where
assumes the value of the reduced offered workload. This is
valid since the blocking probability in every link is a function
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of the workload, regardless of the burst and packet length dis-
tributions.

C. Route-Dependent Priorities

Preemptive priority burst-service policies in each switching
node that depend on the burst route [16] can reduce the overall
blocking probability. It can also achieve other performance mea-
sures based on, e.g., routes and fairness. Here, we show how to
evaluate the burst-blocking probabilities when such policies are
used.

For any route and link , let be the number of hops
of route , and be the number of hops of routeuntil
and including link . A route-dependent service priority at
link could be any one-to-one mapping from the set of pairs

into an ordered set of priority indices. The
lower the priority index, the higher its service priority. Since
we consider only fixed routing policies (that do not depend on
the network state), any such route-dependent policy determines
a static preemptive priority service policy at each link. Note
that a given burst may be mapped into a different priority in
each link along its route.

As for JET and JIT, we assume FCFS scheduling order, within
each priority class, for our route-dependent preemptive regimes.
Note, however, that some priority side-effects related to offset
times can be taken into consideration by our framework. For
example, by giving higher priority to bursts that still have many
hops ahead of them (i.e., long offset time) versus bursts that
have fewer hops to go (shorter offset time). This offset time
consequence may lead to inefficiencies, so the network designer
may need to compensate by increasing priority to those bursts
near the end of their paths as we do in Section IV. We, however,
must keep in mind that further disrupting the FCFS policy leads
to inefficiencies.

For a given isolated link where the offered loads of bursts
from priority classes arrive as independent Poisson processes
with rates , the burst-blocking prob-
abilities have been derived in [12]. Denote by the blocking
probability of a priority burst in link , and by the pri-
ority of a route burst in link . These blocking probabilities
are expressed only as function of .

Under the blocking independence assumption above it
follows that the reduced load of routebursts offered to link

, satisfies

(6)

For each link , let be the reduced load of bursts from pri-
ority arriving to link . Observe that the set of reduced loads

arriving to link , determines the set
. Therefore, the set of new blocking probabili-

ties can be computed from the reduced loads.
The successive substitution iterations for these priority poli-
cies becomes similar to the case without priorities (derived in
Section II) after replacing each and with the vectors

and , respectively.

Fig. 1. NSFNET backbone network (T3, 45 Mb/s, April 1995) and our
experimental routes.

IV. FIXED POINT APPROXIMATION VALIDATION

We use theNSFNET backbone networktopology1 depicted in
Fig. 1 as a test bed to verify the independence assumption (used
for our reduced load fixed-point approximation) against results
from a Markov process simulation. The network topology com-
prises 13 OBS switches labeled , and unidirec-
tional fiber links, each comprising wavelength channels.
For this network we evaluate the blocking probabilities of 12
routes defined in Fig. 1. The selected routes represent a variety
of path lengths, link sharing degrees and mixtures of external
and on-route internal traffic processes. All routes are shortest
paths, except for and selected to obtain better route di-
versity.

For the verification process, we consider symmetric external
arrival streams, where each route is offered the same external
rate of bursts. To represent a network with various loads we con-
sider a set of different arrival rates of30, 50, 80, 100, 120, 150,
180 bursts/s for each route. The wavelength channel capacity
and the burst length are set to yield a wavelength channel ser-
vice rate of 25 bursts/s.

Our objective is to validate our approximation against
simulation for JET, BS, and the following route-dependent
priority policy, referred to as least remaining hop-count first
(LRHF). With LRHF, in every wavelength channel, each
transmitted burst is preempted by any newly arrived burst that
has a strictly less remaining number of hops to its destination.
Another priority policy is also evaluated in Section V. The ap-
proximation and the simulation results for blocking probability
values as low as 10 are presented in Figs. 2–6. Due to space
limitations, we cannot present the results for all routes, but the
approximation quality is similar.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the blocking probabilities of JET
for routes 1–4 and 9–12; in Fig. 4, we show the blocking proba-
bilities of BS for routes 5–8; and in Fig. 5, we show the blocking
probabilities of LRHF. All probabilities in these figures are de-
rived using both approximation and simulation techniques. The
simulation results are presented with their respective 95% con-
fidence intervals based on student’s t-distribution. (Note that the
95% confidence intervals are so small that at times, it is hard to
see them in the figures.)

1http://moat.nlanr.net/INFRA/NSFNET.html
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Fig. 2. Route blocking probabilities (approximation versus simulation) using JET.

Fig. 3. Route blocking probabilities (approximation versus simulation) using JET.
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Fig. 4. Route blocking probabilities (approximation versus simulation) using BS.

Fig. 5. Route blocking probabilities (approximation versus simulation) using LRHF.
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TABLE I
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR VARIOUS LOADS—APPROXIMATION AND SIMULATION

Fig. 6. Overall blocking probabilities (approximation versus simulation) using
JET, BS, and LRHF.

The first 12 rows of Table I show the precise values of the ap-
proximation and simulationconfidence intervals for the blocking
probabilityofall routesusingJET.Weobserve that thesimulation
results for the overall blocking probabilities agree very well with
theapproximation forallpolicies.Asimilaragreementcanbeob-
served for route blocking using the JET and BS policies. For the
LRHF policy, there is a deviation for some routes but for most of
them the agreement is very good.

Fig. 6, validates the approximation for the overall blocking
probability using different low, medium, and high traffic loads
for JET, for the LRHF priority, and for BS. The last three rows of
Table I show the precise values of some of the results presented
in Fig. 6. Again, the simulation results are presented with their
respective 95% confidence intervals based on student’s t-distri-
bution. The results are again consistent.

The validation is performed for blocking probability values
as low as 10 and in the next section, we will use our analyt-
ical approximation to compare the various OBS alternatives and
policies.

V. PERFORMANCECOMPARISON

As explained above, and recalling our FCFS assumption, the
burst-blocking probability for any policy except for BS is equal
to its corresponding packet blocking probability. Therefore, to
use a common scale, all probabilities below can be interpreted
as packet blocking probabilities.

In Figs. 7–9, we present the route and overall blocking
probabilities obtained by our approximation method under
JET, BS, LRHF, and the following most traversed hop-count
first (MTHF) priority scheme. With MTHF, bursts that have
traversed the largest number of hops have the highest priority.
This policy intends to protect bursts that have already used
up significant network resources; whereas LRHF intends to
protect bursts that are expected to use less network resources.

From Figs. 7–9, one may observe the following.

• From Fig. 9, BS has the lowest overall blocking prob-
ability, while the others achieve similar values. Further-
more, in the range between low to medium loads, BS is
significantly better than the other policies.

• From Fig. 9, both priority policies improve the overall
blocking probability of JET, but not significantly. Between
the two priority policies, LRHF performs better.

• As expected, the MTHF policy improves the blocking
probabilities of long routes provided that their prefixes
do not collide with higher or equal priority routes (see
ROUTE 1 in Fig. 7). If their prefixes do collide with
higher or equal priority routes, then it still improves their
blocking probabilities, but less than the improvement
provided by BS (see ROUTE 7 in Fig. 8).

• As expected, the LRHF policy has an effect similar to
that of the MTHF policy, but on short routes. That is, the
blocking probabilities of short routes are reduced provided
that their suffixes do not collide with higher or equal pri-
ority routes (see ROUTE 10 in 8). If their suffixes do col-
lide with higher or equal priority routes, then it still im-
proves their blocking probabilities, but less than the im-
provement provided by BS (see ROUTE 4 in Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Route blocking probabilities (approximation) using JET, BS, LRHF, and MTHF policies.

Fig. 8. Route blocking probabilities (approximation) using JET, BS, LRHF, and MTHF policies.
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Fig. 9. Overall blocking probabilities (approximation) using JET, BS, LRHF,
and MTHF policies.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a new reduced load fixed-point approxi-
mation model to evaluate the blocking probabilities for various
implementations of OBS networks. In particular, we have con-
sidered JET, BS, and two priority schemes. The accuracy of the
approximation was verified by simulations of the NSFNET net-
work.

The numerical results have demonstrated the following phe-
nomena.

1) BS has the lowest overall blocking probability, while the
others are similar.

2) Both priority policies improve the overall blocking prob-
ability of JET, but not significantly.

3) LRHF is better than MTHF with respect to the overall
blocking probability.

4) The LRHF and MTHF priority policies can be used for
service differentiation between long and short routes.
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